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Minutes: Meeting of the PLASA AGM 2018 

Location: Royal Society of Physicians, London 

 

Thursday 31 May 2018 

PLASA AGM 2018 
 
 1.   Chairman’s Welcome & Apologies for Absence 

•   Adam Blaxill the PLASA Chair introduced and welcomed members to this year’s AGM and Members 

day. Feedback from last year’s event was that members felt they would like more opportunity to 

network and socialise and as such greater emphasis has been placed on this, with a post event 

drinks reception until 7pm. 

•   Adam introduced the current Board Members: Martin Hawthorn, Mark Surtees, Matt Lloyd, David 

Ripley, Gareth Coleman, Ollie Jeffrey & Robert Kronman. Apologies from Dave Crump who 

couldn’t attend. 

•   Ed Padgett was thanked for all of his previous hard work as PLASA Chair and his dedication and 

huge commitment in seeing PLASA through a period of significant upheaval. Ed has agreed to 

continue as a non-Executive Director.   

•   Adam reiterated that PLASA is a membership organisation. He encouraged members to get 

involved and that there were many ways to contribute. Such as contributing to a technical 

standard, championing a subject in a special interest group or by becoming a member of the 

Governing Body. 

•    Adam outlined the agenda for the day. 

 

  2.   Minutes of the 2017 AGM   

•    No comments, notions or questions were received regarding the Minutes from the 2017 AGM so 

Adam signed those off as a true and accurate record. 

•    Ed confirmed that no Motions had been submitted by Members and that there were no Special 

Resolutions being proposed by the Board. As in previous years, members would be encouraged to 

participate in an open Q&A session following the AGM.   

 

3.   Financial Review of the Year  

 

• Mark Surtees introduced himself in his new position of Treasurer, explaining that he had been 

involved with the PLASA Board for six years and so has a thorough understanding of the 

Associations past and current financial position.  He thanked his predecessor, Martin Hawthorn 

for his skilled leadership and dedication whilst in this position. 

• Association - The Association has continued to build on the achievements of 2016 with a post-tax profit of 

over £310,000 in 2017. This is a level not seen since the 1990s and an excellent result which fully 

vindicates some of the difficult decisions in the last couple of years to safeguard the future of the 

organisation.  
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•   PLASA Events - The second PLASA Show in Olympia saw improved profit margins and continued 

growth in space taken. Focus Glasgow also maintained turnover and profit levels with 2016. 

Overall the division saw a rise in turnover of 9%, a minimal change in costs of 2% and a healthy 

increase in gross profit of nearly £100,000. 

• Media UK - PLASA Media in the UK saw turnover fall back 5% from the leap of 28% in 2016. Despite this 

reduction, improved margins in the mix between print and digital advertising led to an increase in gross 

profit of £33,000. The overall result was a net profit of £147,000, which represents a 70% increase on 

2016. 

• Media USA - PLASA Media in the US enjoyed year on year increases across both print and digital platforms. 

The 6% increase pushed turnover to £1.1m and the profit after tax amounted to £113,000, a 30% increase 

on 2016. 

• Overheads - adjusting for a one-off currency gain of £53,000 overheads saw a minimal increase of 2%. 

Savings achieved by surrendering the lease on the London office allowed the recruitment of much needed 

personnel in the skills and membership divisions. 

 

  4.    Approval of 2017 Accounts  

•     Acceptance of the 2018 accounts was proposed by Wayne Howell of Artistic License and seconded by 

Terry Douris of Stage Two. 

 
  5. Chairman’s Report 

•   Adam highlighted that continued profitability and financial stability has this year enabled PLASA 

to continue working with and on behalf of our community. 

•   With no shortage of ideas the challenge has been finding the resource and the time to deal with 

them. 

•   In January, the PLASA Membership Skills and Technical team were restructured in order to 

address this and build more colloboration. 

Some examples of this include: 

 working with the PSA on mental health 

 supporting and facilitating special interest groups such as:  

 ASPEC, focused on film, television & broadcast  

 National Rigging Advisory Group - focused on rigging and stage engineering 

 A European Representative members group  

 Plugfest, focused on Lighting Protocols and standards. 

•   The National Rigging Certificate which now has another 94 qualified riggers, making a total of 

851 qualified and active riggers worldwide and a further 111 trainees.  

•    Work continues on the National Event Lifting Training with the formation of a Live Event 

Technical Group in progress.  
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•   PLASA has also hosted 2 technical training workshops in the past 12 months on Health & Safety 

and Electrical Standards for BS7671 – the new 17th Edition that impacts on Temporary electrical 

installation standard BS 7909.  

•    It was highlighted that with BREXIT looming PLASA is making efforts to remain connected and 

engaged with European members by:  

 Negotiating to expand the National Rigging Certificate to Spain and Portugal   

 Opening an NRC Assessment centre in Sweden  

 Working as a key partner in an Erasmus project to improve technical training and 

competence across Europe.  

 
•   Members were given the opportunity to increase skills through Professional Development 

workshops in sales & marketing and continued business tactical support through the PLASA 

Business helpline.  

•    Purple Market Research have been commissioned to carry out new research into the technical 

entertainment industry – something that has not been done since 2005. Adam informed the 

members that Trevor Wilkinson would be providing a presentation later on. 

•    PLASA remains active in technical standards across the industry:  

 March 2018 saw the retirement of Ron Bonner 

 Tom Goode announced as a replacement for the Health and Safety aspect of Ron’s 

duties. 

 PLASA has 15 representatives on British Standards Institute Groups.  

 For the first time PLASA hosted and promoted PlugFest in April. Adam informed the 

members that Wayne Howell would be providing a presentation later on. 

 In addition, a group of Industry professionals, are working on the production of a PLASA 

Lightning Guidance for Events.  

 A large amount of effort and energy in 2018 has been devoted to the EU Eco-Design 

Regulations - Lighting. PLASA held two public events and has represented the industry 

at both the Energy and Culture meetings held at EU level. Adam informed the members 

that Adam Bennette would be providing a presentation later on. 

• Adam reminded members that with all these enforced changes to our industry there are a few lessons to be 

learnt in principle that: Collectively as a membership we need to maintain a better watching brief on 

members interests. 

 Communication is key. We need to understand how to communicate effectively to 

generate a response. 

 We will be looking for enthusiastic collaborators to contribute to a ‘standards watch 

technical group’  
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• He moved onto Events highlighting the revitalisation and growth of PLASA events: 
 

 PLASA Show saw its 40th Birthday last September, with its second visit to Olympia in 

London. And reported that the show continues to strengthen with a: 

 23% increase in audio exhibitors  

 increase in both local and international visitors  

 A stronger educational seminar programme  

 All the events in the past year, Focus Glasgow, Focus Leeds and the PLASA 

Show have been profitable.  

• He reminded members that these profits, are re-invested into the trade association rather than dispersed to 

shareholders.  

• Media also continues to flourish. Lighting & Sound International remains the only magazine in the market 

with an independently audited circulation.  

 Lighting & Sound America continues to be a market leader.  

 Both publications are recognised for their high-quality content and are successfully 

increasing their digital presence and revenue. 

• Adam reiterated that although mentioned briefly, the financial success of PLASA Events and PLASA Media 

currently remain key to the stability and growth of our Association. 

• In summarising Adam reminded the members that were present that it is their association, it relies on their 

enthusiasm, input, technical contributions, support and willingness to be part of something industry wide.  

The Association itself has limited budgets and finite resource, but it has shown over and over again, that 

together with its members it can make a real difference. Encouraged members to get involved. 

• Adam Blaxill concluded the formal element of the AGM and handed over to Peter Heath. 

 

Open Q&A Session 

   Following the AGM, members were invited to address questions to Adam and members of the Board. 

 
Q&A  
• Richard Bunting of LSI Projects asks: When did PLASA know about Ecodesign? 

       Mark Surtees replies: In November 2017, the industry was warned about Ecodesign, PLASA were the only 

people to respond – Adam Blaxill confirms this. All PLASA members were informed and there weren’t any 

responses apart from ETC and Adam Bennette at this time. PLASA were one of only two trade bodies in 

the UK who entered a response in January 2018. Since then PLASA has been working with other European 

trade associations and held meetings and updates on the subject of ECO Design. 

• Gareth Coleman of OHM asks: What’s going on with Glasgow? Will there be a show next year? If 

so, when is it? 

     Christopher Toulmin replies: PLASA Focus Glasgow is now a bi-annual show and it’ll return in 2020 

This is due to the lack of growth in the Glasgow show.  
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• Peter Willis of Howard Eaton Lighting asks: Can dates of the shows be promoted earlier? What 

are the dates for Leeds 2019? I haven’t seen them anywhere? 

  Christopher Toulmin replies: 14th-15th May 2019 - These can be found on the PLASA Website, a new  

     site is also being launched soon. 

• Wayne Howell of Artistic Licence asks Adam Bennette: Are we being too Theatre-Centric in our 

approach to Ecodesign? What about architectural light? Will exemptions be location or light 

specific?  

  Adam Bennette replies: Exemptions will be technology based, not location/application based. 

Defined by the luminaire.  

• Matt Lloyd of GDS asks: Will Ecodesign apply only to Europe or will it be relevant further    

field?  

Adam Bennette replies: This is a European law only for now, but chances are it’ll be carried 

out/copies elsewhere. 

•   Paul Deville of Goboplus asks: Can we learn from past mistakes (i.e. ESTA Merger) and ask 

PLASA Members for their opinions before spending large amounts of money on things? 

  Adam Blaxill replies: Yes. We are working on saving ‘war chest’ money to use in emergencies to 

help with issues like Ecodesign. 

• David Catterall of Eaton Lighting Systems asks: are PLASA Media GDPR Compliant? How will this 

effect e-shots for example? We contacted all our Media partners and PLASA were the only ones 

who responded, but we still are not sure.  

Shane McGreevy replies: we are working on becoming GDPR Compliant with a consultant but there is 

still work to do.  

• Koy Neminathan of Avolites asks: We’ve collaborated with MA Lighting to remove Chinese 

counterfeits. Where are PLASA with the CTA on removing Chinese Counterfeits at shows for 

example?  

 Peter Heath replies: PLASA are mindful of this, but we need to be notified of when this is happening 

 so that we can take action. Peter suggest that a meeting be held to review this.  

 
The formal AGM was brought to a close. 

 
    


